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In 2011

Volume 54: Sustainability

The world has changed significantly since the last Earth Summit in
Rio de Janeiro in 1992 when sustainable development was high on the
world agenda. Today with the current climate, food, fuel and financial
crises, there are even greater challenges. Development Volume 54 will
look at today’s debates on sustainability through four crucial issues:

54.1
global land grabs
Researchers from the University of Utrecht
and the Land Research Action Network present
the dilemmas of the current global land grabs
in Africa, Latin America and Asia and how to
ensure that the benefits from foreign land
development are passed on to local people.

54.2
challenges to sustainability
Produced for the SID World Congress in July
2011, development opinion leaders share how
to forge pathways to sustain economic growth
in balance with nature while ensuring local
people’s rights, identity and livelihoods.

DevelopmentPlus is the on-line complement to Development hosted on the
SID Forum with the latest interviews, photo essays and conversation pieces.
Visit www.sidint.net/category/development-journal/and add your point
of view.

54.3
sustainable cities
Young urban dwellers look at sustainable
cities examining the use of urban public
spaces for sustainability, democracy, equity
and social justice.

54.4
cosmovisions
The last issue of the volume continues the
journal’s exploration of non western visions for
a holistic and convivial development learning
from the world’s indigenous peoples struggles
for autonomy and livelihoods in Latin America
and elsewhere.

Development
how do you receive it?
At your institution
 oes your library stock Development?
D
Recommend it to your institution or organization, and
help to get the journal read by an even wider audience.
Simply go to: www.nature.com/librec/svc/request/makeProdRequest?id=dev

At home
	A direct subscription from Palgrave of £36/US$65 will give you:
• Print copies of the four 2011 issues
• Online access to the 2011 issues
• Access to the 12 year online archive

By joining the Society for International Development
	SID membership includes an individual online subscription to Development with fees
beginning from only €15 and printed copies at highly advantageous rates.

By ordering individual issues and articles
	You can order an individual issue of Development from Palgrave for £15/$25.00.
You can also buy an individual article online from any issue from 1999.
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